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SECTION - A

1. Let (L rlr
f(r): { Irl'

lar2 + b, Itl < t

For the function f{x) to be continuous and differentiable at any point, a and b

should have the values

A. a: !,b:0
B. a: Ll2,b: Llz

C. a:112,b:312
D. a: -Il2,b:312

2. The sum of the squares of the eigenvalues of a 3x 3 matrix A is 20' The corre-

sponding sum for the matrix 24 is

A. 40

B. 60

c. 120

D. 80

3. The differential equation and its generalsolution for the roots of the eharacteristics

equations )r :0, )z : Ie : 4 are given bY

A. A"' - 8A" * l6yt : 0; U : cr * (cz+ csr)cosh4z

B. a"' - 8rt" * 16E' :0; U: ct * (cz * cs,*)ea'

C. A"' - 8U" * I6Y' :0; U : cr* (c2+ csr)sin4z

D. A"'-8A" *!69':0; A- h*(cz*cs,r)eb

4. If g is real, the function sin(92) is

A. a periodic function of I with period 2r

B. a periodic function of d with period (2zr)2

C. a periodic function of g with period zr2

D. not a periodic function of I
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5. One mole of a monatomic ideal gas initially at temperature I expands from volume

V fo 2V, at constant pressure. The work of expansion (W) and the heat absorbed

by the gas (Q) are:

A. W:RTo, Q:TRT"
B. W:RToln2, Q:RT,
C. W:3RTo, g:f;RTo
D. W:tRT", g:LrRT"

where R is the gas constant.

6. A body of constant heat capac ity Crand a temperature fr is brought into contact

with a reservoir at temperature Q. If the equilibrium between the body and the

reservoir is established at constant pressure and 4 * Tf, the total entropy change

of the body plus the reservoir is

A. Coln(TylTa)

B. Co(Tn - rr) l\
c. Coltn(T1lT,) - 1+ Q"lril t

D. Cpl(Till't) - InQl lT)l

T. If Z is the canonical partition function of a system, the entropy of the system is

A. k1ln Z

B. keT(7\nZlAV)r
C. ksTlnZ
D. fulLnZ +T(Eln ZlAr)r1

8. If the interatpmic potential energy in a solid is given by t/(r) : + - { *here o
rn T*

and b are positive constants and n, > m, the equilibrium interatomic spacing, ro, is

A. ".: [(;) (T)]1/(m+n)

B ,": [(:) (#)],t(n-m)

c. "": [(;) ffi)]Lt(n-m)

D. 
": 

[(:) (T)]l/(rn+n)



9.

10.

rn&A. 1

B. 1

c. 1

D. 1

12. consider 4 infinite sheets of surface charge density as shown in the figure'

-0 +o +o -o
The field in region 2 is given bY

A.0
B. ofes2

C. -olQeg)2

D. -o f e02

U.S T

For non-magnetic metals, specific heat (C) at low temperatures (7 ( Op, the

Debye temperature) varies with temperature (") as

A' *:uT
B. fi: a*bT
c. ?:o
D' ?:o+ar2
A particle of mass rn whose total energy is twice its rest energy coilides with an

identical particie at rest. If they stick together, the mass ,il.'f and the velocity u of

the resulting composite particle are given by

M -- \/6ffi,, u: rlJg
M : t/5n'11 'tr: c1/Z/5

M:2mru:rtFE

A.

B.

C.

D. AI : J2rrL) ,t): rffi
11. In a compton scattering experiment a photon of energy Ee is scattered by an

electron (of rest mass m,) at rest. The energies of the photons scattered at 0o, 90"

and 180. with respect to the incident photon are in the proportion

mc2

2Eo*m&'
mc2

Eo * mc2 
' ZEo* mcz

o,mc' n'Lc":--
2Eo * rnc2 

'

rnc2
, c'Lo t rnc'

Eo*m&
rn&

Es - rnc2

1/2m,c2

Eitrt-1)+t/2mc2
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13. Consider the following charge distributions. AII the polygons are regular with edge

length d.

The dipole moment is independent of the choice of origin for configurations

A. (ii) and (iii)

B. (i) and (iv)

C. (iii) and (iv)

D. (i) and (ii)

A holiow metallic waveguide can support

A. TE, TM and TEM waves

B. Either TE or TM waves

C. Both TE and TM waves

D. only TEM waves

To use a transistor as an arnPlifier

A. emitter-base junction should be forward-biased and the collector-base junction

reverse-biased

B. both junctions should be forward-biased

C. both junctions should be reverse-biased

D. it does not matter how the transistor is biased, it always works as an amplifier

Which of the foliowing logic gates can be used as a controlled inverter?

A, AND gate

B. OR gate

C. INVERTER gate

D. XOR gate

2q .--> 
-q

L4.

15.

16.
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17. The neutrinos emitted in a 0 decay process are

A. right handed

B. ieft handed

C. both left and right handed

D. spin-zero and massless particles

In the fission of.235(Js2, the mass ratio of the two fission fragments is 1.5.
the ratio of the velocities of these fragmenis?

What is

A.3
8.2
c.9
D.4

2

3

4

I
Alpha decay is an example of

A. nuclear fission

B. Barrier penetration

C. Coulomb repulsion

D. nuclear ionization

Let ln > denote the normalised eigenstates of the Hamiltonian f{ describing a linear
harmonic oscillator corresponding to the eigenvalues (n + iln . rn. ,rirrratir"a
state

lr/,>:4p3 > -12 >l
\/b

is

A. an eigenstate of 11 corresponding to the eigenvalw lhnt
B. an eigenstate of /lf corresponding to the eigenvalue ffu^.,.
C. an eigenstate of .F/ corresponding to the eigenvalue 0
D. not an eigenstate of F/.

2I' A, B and 0 arc three Hermitian operators. Which of the following statements
cannot be correct?

A. .4, a1: s
B. {A,B}:C
c. [A, a1: 1Q

D. nz*gz*82

18.

19.

20.



22.
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The allowed energies for a particle in a on+dimensional square well potential be-
tween -a and a are

12fi2n2En:

The wave function shown in the figure

8ma2

otLO.

24.

25.

-q
corresponds to

a-_.tft. tL-o

B. n:2
C. n,:4
D. n:7
With the positive z-axis chosen to be upwards, the Lagrangian of a particle of mass
m falling under gravity is

A. |m22 - mgz

B. -1m22 - nlgz

C. |m22 + mgz

D. -|rni2 + nt,gz

An aircraft executes a horizontal loop of radius 1 km with a steady speed of 900
km/h. The ratio of horizontal acceieration of the aircraft to the acceleration due
to gravity (g:g.g m/sec2) is about

A.0
8.5
c.6
D.7
Which of the following has non-vanishing Poisson bracket witln Ls, the Z-component
of the angular momentum .L?

A. a(r2 + a2 + ,2)

B. a(rz+y2)+hz2 o+b
C. ar2+byz+az2 a+b
D. a(nz + y2)2
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r,
delta
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26. The value of the integral

where 6(e;) denotes the Dirac

A.0
B. 114

c. 1

D. 118

dr r25(zr * t)

function, is

27. If. Fr and 12 denote the values of the integral of /;ry evaluated along the semicircle

Cr and Cz as shown, then ,Ir - 12 is

A.0
B. 2nixf,
C. Ztri, x I
D. 2n

For a matrix A satisfying A3 :
of eigenvalues?

A. (1, 1, 1)

B. (1,L, ez"elul

C. (!, ez"t/s , 
"n'nt'/t)

D. (r, -szlntlz , e4"il3)

29. It is impossible to find a real 4 x 4 matrix with the eigenvalues given by

A. (1, 1, *1, -1)
B. (1, i, i, 1)

c. (1, i. -i, 1)

D. (1, 1,0,0)

1, which of the foliowing cannot be a possible set
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polynomials, is

D.0
31. For the function.f (t): 

G+ry the order of the pole at z: *Zand the residue

at the pole are respectivel;, girren by

A. 2, -2

B. 2,1

c. 1, -2

D. 1, 1

The Bernoulli equation given by A' : P(r)A + Q@)A^,m t 0,m + I, can be
reduced to a linear equation for z by substitution

A. z:yt ^
B. z - 'yrn-r

C. z - Yt-zrn

D. z - Y2rn-t

The rank of the matrix

is

A. 1

8.2
c.3
D.4

30. The value of the integral

[* "-," Hr(r)p2(r)d,r
J_n

where H"(*) and P^(.r) are the Hermite and the Legendre

A. 2r '31\/1t

B. 2,5

c.'l
.) 4.

ftil'ji)

c. ,lzt .sr1; .1

10
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34. Let In > denote the eigenstates of a linear harmonic oscillator corresponding to the

eigenvalues (n'+ l)ht':. If |rp(0) ": #ilO > +11 >] denotes the state of a harmonic
oscillator at t :0 and lu(r) > that at time t^ the | < $(Q)lrp$) > 12 first becomes
zeto at

A. t:rl8w
B. t.: r l4u
C. t: rl\u
D. t:rlu

35. Which of the following pairs of wave iunction (with A f B) describe rhe same
physical state of a free particle

A, d;{r): /6'ikt I 6,'-ik* , (tz(r) : ^fisikr I 6"-ikr
B. ,hr@) - A"ikr * B"*ikx , ,ltz(r) - X"ikc - 6"-ikt
C. q;{r) : lpikr I g"-i'kr , ,l,z(r) : */"t'kn - g"*ikr

D. tta(r) - tr";'kx + Be-ik, , ,hz@) : Bsikx 4 1"-ckx

36. For a spin- | Rarticle in the rr",. (::), the expecation vaiue of S": |ho" is

hA. ,(a\a- * aia*)

-2n .B. f(trin--rricr*)
c. *(lo*l'- lo-l')2',' rr

D.0

37. Two spin- | particles with spins ,Sr and ^9, are in a singlet state, The value of the

potential V(r) : V1(r) + fi5, Srvrlrl,for such a state will be

A. Y'(") + ivr(r)
B. V(,) _ |vil,)
c.0
D. V(r) - tvr(r)

11
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38. If f/ and B respectively denote the Hamiltonian and the momentum operator for a

free particle. then the functions sin kr and, cos &r are eigenfunctions

A. of both 11 and p

B. only of ll b,rt not of p

C. only of ii but not of f/
D. of neither H nor p

39. If the Gibbs free energy of a system is given by G(T,p) : RTln[apl(nf1stz1,
where a and R are constants, the specific heat at constant pressure,'cp,'i;

A. in
B. in
c. tn - nmlaPl(Rr)a/21

D. R.ln[aPl@T)'/'l

40. The entropy of a magnetic system changes by an amount AS: -CHLHITL(where C is a constant) if its temperature is held constant at ? and the magnetic
field is changed from I/ ta H + AH. The magnetization ll,1 of such a system depends
on temperature 7 and field I/ as

A. M:CH2IT
B. M:CTIH
C. AI : C(T I H)2

D. M:CHIT
Hint: the change in the Gibbs free energy is given by d,G : -Sd.T - Md,H

4L. A system of two energy levels eo and er (er ) eo) is populated by N particles at
temperature ? in accordance with the Boltzmann distribution law. The average
energy per particle is

A. €6* e19-kt-e:")/kBT

B. e1 I eoe,-kt-u")/ksT

C. lro + ,r"-(,t-e")/xer111! 4 e-kr-eo)l*rTl

D. feo + e1e.-kr-e")/nsr1111 - "-(et-eo)/nuTl

12
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B.

C.

gf-e/knT
L { grg.-e lksr

9t92e2 e'/ k'ar

2''D' kBT2(flz * gleelknrlz

n Tt9z&e-'/knit).@

Consider an ideal gas consisting of .N particles obeying classical statistics. Suppose
that the energy of one particle e is proportional to the magnitude of its momentum
p, i.e., e: Cp. The partition function of the gas is proportional to

A. r&r)'"\c /
B T&I\'\c/
c. rg\"

\ksT )
D. (C|BT)N

If in a diffraction experiment, X-ray ptroton of wavevector f gets scattered to the
final state with wave vector k' : k * G, where G is a reciprocal lattice vector, the
Bragg diffraction condition is given by

A.

B.

C.

D.

f,*"

|n" 
*

2r" *

43.

44.

k'G+G:0
E.i+G2:o
E.d : ti.Gltz
E .E :2G .i)

u-s+
42. A monatomic gas consists of atoms with two internal energy levels: a ground state

of degeneracy 91 and an excited state of degeneracy 92 at an energy e above the
ground state (chosen as the zero of energy scale). The specific heat of the gas is

13
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45. Tf ar:f,?fr+0+ 2); dr:ttr-i.+e)and d3 :ttr+a -2) are theprimitive

translation vectors of a cubic lattice of size (lattice pirameter) a and i,0,2 are the
orthog-onal unit vectors parallel to the cube edges, the primitive translation,r".to..
br,bz, b3 of the reciprocal lattice are given by

A. i, :'*0 * ,), i, :2-!p + t); is : Te' + o);

B. t, :T@ - ,), t,:'*(, - ft);i": Te - il;
c. " i, : 

T@ * 4, i, :'*?ft + 2); fi, : a-1r + y);

D. ir:'I?A + e1; 6r:'!;t+ i); b-s : bGft + g);

46. If the atoms vibrating in a lattice at finite temperature are considered to be a
coliection of l/ identicai harmonic osciliators, as Einstein did, the heat capacity at
constant volume for such a solid is given by

A. Cv : NkBr--e*-
ec -l

B. Cv : NkBr2-!-e"-r
c. Cv = Nk6r2--!-

(e' - 7)z

D. Cv : NkBr--!--
(ec - 1)z

where x: ht:lknT

47. Consider a system of JV weakly interacting particles, each of spin I and magnetic
moment /-16, exposed to an external magnetic field 11. If the system is in thermal
contact with a heat reservoir at temperature T, the mean energy of the system as
a function of ? and 11 is given by

A. l/p6 sinh(p BH lkuT)
B. I/pr6 coth( pBH lk6T)
C. .Nps tanh*I{p6H lkBT)
D. ,n/ps tanh(p,6H lksT)

74
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Which of the following relations is consistent with the London equation curf
-;trE for a superconductor, where .\p is the London penetration depth.

A. VE: Elx'
B. v2E: Elxt
C. y2E: Elxr,

D. V.d: Elx""

The output Vo of. the circuit is

A. V":0
B. V.: (R2f Rr)Vt

c. v": (L + RzlRl)V
D. Vo: -(R7lRr)V

In the following figure, the transistor has 0a" of 80 and Vcalsatl of 0.1 V. R6 is
adjusted to get transistor into saturation. The value of lc6at) and the corresponding
value of Rp arc

48.

49.

50.

A. 114 mA and

B. 1.43 mA and

C. 114 mA and

D. 1.43 mA and

17 kfr

17 kC'

i.7 k0

17.48 k0

15
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51. In emitter foliower configuration of a transistor

A. the emitter current follows the collector current and both are in same phase

B. the collector current follows the emitter curent and both are in same phase

c. the base current follows the emitter curlent and is in opposite phase

D. the emitter current follows the base current and both are in same phase

52. Binary equivalent of (8'2)16 is

^ lt ^   a n n 1 1\A. [ruuL vvLL)2

B. (1 000.0011)2
c. (1 oo0.o11o)2
D. (o111.0110)2

53. In a pure germanium the intrinsic concentration of charge (n;) at room temperature

is 2.5 x 1013 cm3. The electron and hole mobilities are given by P,, : 3800 cm2/V-s

and. p?: 1800 cm2/V-s respectively. The resistivity of the intrinsic germanium is

A. 22.3 0-cm

B. 66.9 CI-cm

C. 44.6 O-cm

D. 11.2 0-cm

54. The change irr isospin (A/) in the process Ao *+ p * rr- is

A. A1 :0, 1

B. tt : tr,tr
C. A/:0,i
D. LI : L,2

55. A spin-0 particle A d,ecaying in its rest fra,me into particles B and c, through strong

interaction.Whichofthefollowingstatementisnottrue?

A. 0+-+0++0+
B. 0r -+0-+0-
C. 0--+0++0-
D. 0--+0-+0-

where Jp: 0+ or 0- representing the standard convention for labeling the spin and

intrinsic. ParitY of a Particle'

16
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57.

58.

59.

U-S+
Which of the following reactions represenrs a strong interaction

A. n*+p-+4,+Ko
B. po-+ro+ro
C. K--+r-+ no

D. p+F-+7T+ +To

In the nuclear shell model, luo is a good closed-shell nucleus arrd has spin parity
Jp :0+. What are the predicted .Ip values for [5O and l7O?

A. o*, o+
.LB. ; .Z

.-t 3- 5*v. t,t
D. 0*, ;*
A pion at rest decays to a muon and a neutrino. The magnitude of momentum of
the outgoing muon is

A. *?^--*" '"
znLr

m2- + m?.B. " *.c
2mn

m2- + m?.
C. "- u'c

'2m,

D. (rnn-- rnp)2 . c
Zrfi'n

An experiment is performed to search for the evidence of the particle H through
the strong reaction p+p -+ H + K+ +K+. The electric charge (Q), Ba,ryon number
(B) and strangeness quantum number (S) of the particle iL/ will be

A. Q:rJ;B:0,S:-2
B. Q:0,8:2^S:-2
C. Q:0,8:2,5:2
D. Q:0,8:2,5:0

t7
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60. Let a plane monochromatic wave be totally internally reflected at the interface

z : 0 between two dielectrics. Let r - z be the plane of incidence with r along the
interface. The planes of constant amplitudes and constant phases in medium 2 are
given by

A. z: ct, fr: c2

B. r*z:ct, lx-z:c2
C. r: cl, z: c2

D. r_z:e, r*z:C2
(here c1 and c2 are constants)

61. The transformation that reduces the wave equation

02u(r,t) _702u(r,L) _n
0r2 c2 AF

to the tor^ ffi: o is given by

A. €: clkt* r), r: cl@t * r)
B. €:it* rfc, r :f,t- rlcwhere t : J:7
C. {:t+rfc,r:t-nlc
D. € : t +i,rfc, r - t - irfcwhere i : rE1

62. In the domain of anomalous dispersion, the group velocity (on), refractive index (n)
and speed of light in vacuum (c) obey

A. un>cfn
B. ug: cln
C. un<cfn
D. cln<us<c

63. The resolving power of a grating of a given width for a given order of diffraction
can be increased by

A. making thinner grooves without changing the groove separation

B. making thinner grooves and proportionately decreasing the groove separation

C. making wider grooves without changing the groove separation

D. making wider grooves and proportionately increasing the groove separation

18
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In a Newton's ring experiment, a plano-convex lens with radius of curvature of the
convex surf'ace 4.18rn is placed oII an optically flat surf'ace with its convex surface

down. Interference fringes are observed using a travelling microscope and sodium

light ():589.3 nm). The radius of the tenth da,rk ring is

A. 4.96 mm

B. 6.92 mm

C. 1.63 mm

D. 2.45 mm

Consider a uniformly charged sphere of radius rt with total charge q. Let the sphere

be coated with a medium d'ith charge density p: alr (where o ) 0, r > ft). The

electric field E outside the charged sphere will be independent of r when

A. e:2naR2lro, E: al(zeo) i
B. Q:2raR2,E:g lGdi
C. q: raR2, E : al(2ed i
D. q--2naR2, E: alQes) f'

60. Consider two infinite current carrying wires rigidly held parallel to the z-axis. The

current through the wires is 1. The distance between the wires is d. The magnetic

field at the points marked P in the three cases shown in the fi,gure below are

x
lIi<....-..'i-

x
I

A.

B.

C.

61zSg;(ii) o; 1rit1 -!4,t
(i)o; (ii) -HntitnH0
(i)o; (ii) Hn,$\\-H0
Ol -2$o; (ii) o; (tti) -HoD.

19
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67. Two infinite conducting planes intersect at the origin (see figure). All distances are

in meters.

A charge q is placed at (2,1J. 'I'he potential at the point (1,2) will be

q 4{s=6
A.

B.

C.

D.

4tres 3\m
q 2\/5-6

4res 3/m
q 4J5+a

4tres 3\m
q -2'/5 - a

4tres 3/10

The mast of a sailboat makes an angle d with respect to its deck. An observer
standing on the dock sees the boat go by with a speed u. The angle made by the
mast as seen by the observer is

A. tan-l (AWtang)

B. ,."-,/-jg!-\
\ ,'/t - u'1"' J

c. tan-r (tap/f:A/A1)
D. tan-l (tan@ I /T:iFffl)

20
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69.

U-t?

The cohcrcncc matrix for light propagating along z-dircction can bc written down
AS

/EA 44\
]ro: I I\44 qq )

whcre .8, and Eo ara thc projcctions of thc clcctric fieicl alorrg the x anri y axes ancl
the overbars dcnotc averaging over timc for long enough obscrration periods. If the
dctcrminant of the marrix cquals 12f 4 (whcr" J :@,.1, +l4lzy then the light is

A. complctcly polarized

B, completely unpolarizcd

C. 50 % partially polarized

D. 25 Vo pafiially polarized

For a particle in a onc dimensional potcntial

I/(u) : -V, sech2(ac)

thc time period of small oscillations about the equilibrium is

70.

A.

B.

C.

D.

2n

2tr

2tr

71. The Lagrangian of a point particlc is

^ 
'l .t I o oL: 
Umiz - ir'*, - ar4 * Bxi2

Its equation of motion is

A. nti * 9i2 + wzr * 4ar3 :0
B. T-rti - fli2 - w2r l4ar3 : 0

C. (m+20r)i + piz *w2r*4ar3 : 0

D. (m + Br)i + pi2 f- uzr+ -1or:3 :0

2V.rf

,.rl#,

nxazVo

Tm'nr 
1f v*z

27
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73.

74.

u- s+

A particlc of mass 'm. mo\ui in a sphcrically syrnrnetric potential V(r) : Lrkrz and
has angular momentum .L. Which of the following is a constant of motion ?

A ;_ff)' *f;*,,.#
t /dr\2 tB. lmlLl +1kr22 \dt/ 2

c. 1,,, rg)' * =t' =2 \dt / Zmr"

1 /dr\t 1- " 1 L2D. ,^ \i ) * ,kr' + iz**
A particlc of mass m and" angular momentum L2 : I\mVoR2 moves in a potential

V(il : -U" (+ * #) , Vo ) 0. The radius of the stable circular orbit is

A.R
B. Rl2

C. 2R

D. 3R

The Poisson bracket of .L" and 12, wherc i : ixf dcnotes the anguiar momentum,
is

A. 2L,

B' 2P'

C. L,P,

D.0

tt
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75. Consider a diatomic molecule undergoing a vibrationai electronic transition from

V" to 7'. Which one of the following is correct?

JLt**-t" -+-
A. The most intense line will be (0,0) transition

B. The most intense line will be (0,1) transition

C. The most intense line will be (0,2) transition

D. The most intense line will be (0'3) transition

23


